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                                       DRONE RECORDS NEWsFLASH            ҉                              OCTOBER / NOVEMBER   2023                        ҉     
 
Dear Droners, here's finally the new update for October / November 2023  (5th Newsflash in 2023) ! 
In this update you find new releases + re-issue (the more popular names) from:  ALVA NOTO, W. BASINSKI, BIOSPHERE, BRUME, ELODIE, SLOWDIVE, GODFLESH, 
P16.D4, CHRISTOPH HEEMANN, NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS, KEVIN DRUMM, NURSE WITH WOUND, plus lots of special offers, so watch out !! 
 
.. as alway, after countless hours of listening, some personal recommendations from the heart of a droning soul..:  
ANDREA BORGHI- Palsecam     LP      (Aposiopese):  if you're looking for true "Unconscious" music this is the place to be, all derived from old VHS tapes and the mechanical  
                               sounds of the player itself... for fans of FOSSIL AEROSOL MINIING PROJECT, etc. 
DARJA KAZIMIRA - Medea Forgives Jason   CD  (Cyclic Law):  violent, ecstatic, transformative ritual music, more like a psychodrama, based around the MEDEA-myth - "Und wir  
                              gewöhnlichen Sterblichen hören, sehen, erzittern und staunen" (Bad Alchemy) 
HAARVÖL - Peripherad Debris    CD    (Moving Furniture Records):  late listing of another great album by the Portugese "Intelligent (conceptual) Ambient" project... 
STEFANO PILIA - Spiralis Aurea     do-LP    (Die Schachtel) :  deeply emotional instrumental drones, inspired by the Italian "Futa Pass Cemetary"war cemetary  
OJERUM - Reversed Cathedral      CD    (Cyclic Law) :  processed sounds of an old German Harmonium,  extremely mournful and melancholic beauty-drone pieces, melodies of  
                 loss and nostalgia. The Dansk artist with a mesmerizing piece of art!  
Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de, or use the order system on the website. Please always mention the PRICES with your order! Thanks!! 
& best drones from...   BarAka[H]   
 

NR.  ARTIST / TITLE FORMAT 
LABEL & CAT-

NR  
YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  

1 400 LONELY THINGS - Mother Moon  CD Cold Spring CSR319CD 2023 

surprising release on Cold Spring: after a long forgotten LP many years ago (2003),this 
is the first wider available CD for this US project, centered around a place called 
"Banning Mill" in Georgia, an art collective cultural house for outsiders and freaks in the 
backwoods of the American South 1970*s - 1990's >= nine pieces full of beautiful 
nostalgic ambience and magic loops, with a long story behind, produced by WILLIAM 
BASINSKI 

€15,00 

2 AEOGA - Obsidian Outlander  LP Aural Hypnox [AH16V] 2017 

first ever vinyl release on Aural Hypnox with six new AEOGA tracks that sound much 
more noisy and monumental as before, with highly processed distortion harmonies, 
throbbing pulses and occasional field recordings, these whizzing sonics create an aura 
of vision and power... excellent, overwhelming drone noises from the abyss... - silk-
screen sleeve with 3 large photo prints, lim. ed., BACK IN STOCK !  

€20,00 

3 ALVA NOTO - Kinder der Sonne do-LP Noton N-0058 2023 

very ambient + romantic soundtrack to the theater piece "Komplizen" by SIMON 
STONE, the title is inspired by MAXIM GORKY's play "Children of the Sun"... - *takes 
the listener into a sonic journey of emotional tension and release, revealing a particular 
kind of sci-fi lust fused with a suite of modern, minimalist ambient classical...* - lim. vinyl 
version comes in gatefold cover, on black vinyl  

€27,50 

4 ALVA NOTO - This Stolen Country of Mine do-LP Noton N-059-2 2023 

soundtrack to the documentary film from MARC WIESE, dealing with ECUADOR and 
the exploitation of the country through foreign investors.. - *Alva Noto's music subtly 
accompanies the struggle of a mountain village, immersing you into the film's narrative 
and pathos. Across nineteen compositions, the music exposes and holds back when the 
images and statements of the protagonists speak for themselves, reflecting the dark 
shadows and the glares of hope of communal resistance.* - lim. vinyl version  

€27,00 

5 ARASTOO - Three LP Isounderscore [ISO-03] 2006 

*Dichte Drones, metallische Sounds, sehr klar & minimal, einzelnen Klängen und Tönen 
wird Raum und Zeit gegeben zum ausklingen, was sehr viele Details aufscheinen 
lässt...man ist z.B. an BERTOIA erinnert. Sehr schöne LP eines neuen US-Projekts - Tip 
!* [Drone Rec.] - lim. 333 copies / glossy black on black sleeve / last copies special offer  

€10,00 

6 BAD ALCHEMY - Nr. 119 (Mai 2023)  mag  Bad Alchemy 2023 

ADN (A DULL NOTE)-interview, DARJA KAZIMIRA, KLANGGALERIE, MIDIRA, 
ALFRED 23 HARTH, CARSTEN VOLLMER, RUNE GRAMMOFON, TROST, AGUIRRE, 
long reviews CAPRICORNI PNEUMATICI, DESIDERII MARGINIS, COLUMN ONE, THE 
NECKS, NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS, I SHALL SING.. (Ukraine culture) und vieles mehr 

€4,00 
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aus New Jazz, Impro und anderen bad alchemistischen Spülfeldern, und übliche 
"personal notes" (Büchertips etc. von RBD).. 88 Seiten (keine Werbung) 

7 BAD ALCHEMY - Nr. 120 (August 2023)  mag  Bad Alchemy 2023 

PETER BRÖTZMANN R.I.P., MAGNETBANDUNTERGROUND OST 1979-1990 3 LP, 
"Warum - Gedanken zur eigenen Medienwahrnehmung", DIETER MAUSON / 
NOSTALGIE ETERNELLE, GRUENREKORDER inkl. CASTELLO, DARJA KAZIMIRA 
(extensive!), NO PART OF IT, KLANGGALERIE, EMPREINTES DIGITALES, CYCLIC 
LAW, RAUBBAU, "ABC meiner Dichterphilosophisch-Ästhetischen Reserven..." und 
vieles mehr aus den bad alchemistischen Spülfeldern, 88 Seiten  

€4,00 

8 
BALDINI / BIGAZZI / FERRI - Alfabetiere 
Majakovskij ! 

BOOK + CD  
Silentes / 13(3) - 
sps2249 

2022 

LA GRAMMATICA DELLA RIVOLUZIONE - a trans-media project by ARLO BIGAZZI 
dedicated to the Russian poet MAYAKOWSKY, on the CD sphero-jazzy ambient 
musical arrangememts from BIGAZZI & FERRI are combined with Russian lyrics in the 
background, the impressive 72 pages book (8" size) comes in full colour with 
photographs by LUCIA BALDINI, information and quotes on Russian & Italian connected 
to the latin and cyrillic alphabets, a very ambitious project !! 

€25,00 

9 
BASINSKI, WILLIAM - Melancholia (opaque red 
orange vinyl) 

LP 
Temporary Residence 
Limited TRR236  

2023 

re-mastered re-issue of this favoured BASINSKI work from 2003, fading tape-loops 
creating a timeless beauty... comes w. gatefold-cover and on red-orange "opaque" vinyl 
- * Like many of Basinski's most soul-stirring works, Melancholia began as a series of 
short tape loops captured in the early 1980s. Basinski then stored them away for 
decades, revisiting them at a different time in his life, at which point they took on a 
stunning new sound all their own..*  

€29,50 

10 
BASINSKI, WILLIAM - The Disintegration Loops 
IV 

CD 
Temporary Residence 
Limited TRR226 2014 

Teil IV der hypnotischen alten tape-loops, die in endlos-symphonischer Wiederholung 
wie nostalgische Erinnerungen an vergangene Zeiten wirken...sehr ruhig & meditativ." 
[Drone Rec.] - Muzak like melodies crumble into barely melodic throbbing pulses, 
swathed in reverb, allowing the already obscured snatches of music, to fade into wispy 
smears of sound. So beautiful.” [Aquarius Records] re-issue of album from 2003, re-
mastered  

€14,00 

11 BAZE.DJUNKIII - In Macrospace  MC 
The Abscence of Light - 
DARK001 

2022 

excellent ghostly monolithic dark drone ambience from Hamburg, a raw journey (C-76) 
into otherworldly macrospaces by the DJ , reviewer and labelmaker (INTRAUNTERIN 
Rec.) who is normally more based in electronic / technoid areas.. "A dark and 
threatening journey through the realms of brooding DeathAmbient, cold, hostile sci-fi 
atmospheres and an innate feel of darkness, doom, desolation and industrial wastelands 
covered in toxic fumes and the aftermath of a nuclear apocalypse." - lim. 100, tape only! 

€13,50 

12 BIANCHI, MAURIZIO (M.B.) - Mectpyo Box  10 x CD BOX  
Alga Marghen / EEs'T 
Records 002 - 012 

2015 

*.. die ultimative MB Box, sie enthält alle 10 LPs der Frühphase (1981-1984), sowie 
diverse rare Stücke von Compilations... / collection of all 10 LP-releases issued 1981-
1984 in one box, plus a wide selection of compilation-tracks and 84 pages "booklet" / 
inlay cards with original artworks & collages, interviews, and essays of MB on SPK, 
WHITEHOUSE, TG, etc.. lim. / numb. 200 copies; last copies of the "black" re-edition 
from 2015 !! 

€165,00 

13 BIOSPHERE - Angel's Flight CD AD 93 - whyt037 2021 

12 new tracks based on BEETHOVEN's "String Quartet No. 14, Opus 131" (one of his 
final pieces), combining classical samples and electronic revision, most of the material 
has been used for the dance production "Uncoordinated Dog" (INGUN BJÖRNSGAARD 
PROSJEKT).. "Both works feel cyclical, returning to their original points at their ends - 
perhaps an affront to death, like sampling a long-deceased person's music." [Sputnik 
Music] - UK import 

€16,50 

14 
BOKANOWSKI, MICHELE - Musique de Courts 
Metrages 

do-CD Invsibilia Editions 2021 

*This 2 x CD edition collects all the original music composed by Michele Bokanowski for 
the short films of her husband, Patrick Bokanowski...her sounds are visionary, 
sometimes disturbing and grotesque, sometimes ecstatic. Some compositions are suites 
of grim musique concrete, an obscure ambient perhaps like never heard before, others 
are liquid abstractions of "expanded" music where it is easy to lose the ordinary 
awareness of one's senses... * material from 1972-2019 (!), 6 panel digisleeve, 2nd ed.  

€18,00 

15 BORGHI, ANDREA - Palsecam  LP Aposiopese APO 017 2023 

SENSUAL but RAW tracks with material from old VHS tapes, mixed with the mechanical 
OBJECT sounds from the VHS players itself, very original stuff, our highest 
recommendation! - *The result is a complication of inside and outside sounds: distant, 
gesturing snippets of semi-remembered, half-imagined films compete with TV cathode 
burn, tracking stutters, mechanical interference, and vérité whirrs and clicks that could 
only come from that original reproducer of dreams, the VHS player..*  

€20,00 
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16 BRUME - A Treatise on Ethnography CD 
Ferns Recordings 
stem_17 

2023 

*SCHIZOTRONIC YOU* - 'BRUME is back with two full length CDs in 2023 - this release 
on the Parisian label stands out with a complexity of abstract noises and emotive 
arrangements that is hardly to find, the amount of sound sources from instruments to 
found sounds is impressive => emotional vocal material, collages, ethnic percussion 
loops & drones and noise appear in complex entanglements and overlaps.. - lim. 200 
copies, 65 min. playtime 

€12,00 

17 CABARET VOLTAIRE - Mix Up CD Mute CABS 8CD 2013 

the very first album of the electronic post punk / industrial pioneers from Sheffield UK 
(1979), available now as mid-price re-issue! - *a great snapshot of a brief period in post-
punk UK when there was a sudden urge to grapple with a bizarre, homemade, hamfisted 
white dub landscape.* 

€10,00 

18 CABARET VOLTAIRE - Three Mantras CD Mute CABS 7CD 2013 

re-issue of the legendary long play 12" from 1980 (feat. CHRIS WATSON) with two side 
long tracks: "Western Mantra", "Eastern Mantra".. *An astonishing album by the Cabs. 
Above all this is a tremendous psychedelic record, with "Eastern Mantra" being a 
crossover between Eastern litany, industrial, acid psychedelia, improvisation, electronics 
and dance music* [Plakapum] - special offer now ! 

€10,00 

19 CABARET VOLTAIRE - Voice of America CD Mute CABS 2CD 1990 

the CD version / re-issue of album from 1980, their second LP... - *the music keeps 
moving outward, emitting boomerang-like signals that are only coming back to us today: 
The Moog-y skronk of 'Partially Submerged', part Krautrock and part free-jazz, 
anticipates Cologne's unfettered improv glitches, Radiohead's sprawling rock, and 
Aphex Twin's Dramamine ambiance.* [SF weekly] - special offer ! 

€10,00 

20 CASAS, CARLOS - The Mont Aigu MC 
Matiere Memoire 
MMTAPES002 2022 

cassette only release (C-60) by the Spanish soundartist, known for the excellent 
"MMXX-19: 1883 (Sound Model I)" LP and "Mutia" 3 LP releases, on MONT AIGU he 
merges processed field recordings and radio frequencies he captured in this region in 
France, raw wind-like drones and abstract sounds merge with gentle harmonies, spheric 
and beautiful ! Lim. 90 copies, handnumbered, prof cover + DL code  

€14,00 

21 CAUL & KIRCHENKAMPF - Sleep - Night - Death CD 
Malignant Records 
TumorCD31 

2008 

the highly interesting deep / isolationistic ambient collaboration by these two US - 
projects, slowly drifting amorphous drones with no beginning nor ending.. - *A 
soundscape for late night reflections, full of quiet, whispering drones, cosmic flutterings, 
arching climatic tones and textures that ascend and descend in a delicate interplay 
between beauty and bleak desolation..* - SPECIAL OFFER NOW 

€7,00 

22 CHAIGIDEL & NERATERRÆ - Lamastu  CD Cyclic Law 181st Cycle 2022 

strong "mystic / ritual ambience" by Italy's NERATERRAE and CHAIGIDEL, very well 
structured tracks using "Black mantras, organic drones, tuvan throat singing, tibetan 
bells, doumbek, balaban, maaponim, shofar and ritual drums ", evoking the ancient 
Mesopatian culture and rituals with deep harmonies, percussive elements, roaring 
chants, and godlike whispers...- Pure dark ritual music for our post-apocalyptic times!  

€13,00 

23 

CHRISTOPHERSON, PETER - The Art of 
Mirrors. Live at L'Etrange Festival 2004 
(Homage to DEREK JARMAN)  

CD 
Soleilmoon Recordings 
SOL 196 CD  

2018 

PETER CHRISTOPHERSONs (COIL) performance for legendary film-maker DEREK 
JARMAN, live at the 2004 edition of the Parisian 'L'Etrange Festival', back in stock the 
U.S. version on Soleilmoon, last copies ! - *A master of samples, industrial wizard, 
renowned visual artist, Peter "Sleazy" Christopherson influenced all. Heavy, dark, and 
otherworldly, this record is sure to bring you towards a trance-like state* - length: 73 min.  

€16,00 

24 
CHRISTUS & THE COSMONAUGHTS - From 
Atop This Hill  

LP 
Beta-Lactam Ring 
Records mt078 

2010 

vinyl version of the second album from this amazing project mixing a Pop-appeal, 
psychedelic and progrock elements with electronics; sounds to us like a crossing of 
LEGENDARY PINK DOTS & PINK FLOYD at times; lim. 200, last copies, special offer 
now ! 

€10,00 

25 CLAVICVLA - Degeneracy Of The 5th Density  CD Cyclic Law 183rd Cycle 2022 

maybe the most bleak *death ambient* project on this label, not a glimpse of light is 
shining through these black hole-scapes, their third album... - "Probably the closest 
anyone has come to capturing the sound of a dying world"... - *a sonic morass of total 
suffering and terror, and ritualized into a soundtrack to every broken soul's most hidden, 
vile and foul impulses..* - lim. 300 

€13,00 

26 CONJECTURE - Nostalgia Futura  CD Cyclic Law 213th Cycle 2023 

first album for the Greek artist CONJECTURE on Cyclic Law, inspired by the 
psychological disorder ANTICIPATORY NOSTALGIA: a feeling of longing for something 
that has yet to occur or may not exist at all - *... transposed into icy noises driven by 
crashing drones and heavy, electronic sound blasts. We get 4 extended cuts which have 
been slowly built up sometimes resulting in a true Cinematic format* [Side Line] - 300 
copies digipak  

€13,00 
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27 DAMIAO EXPERIENCA - Planeta Lamma LP 
Planeta Lamma DEPL 
108 

2023 

re-issue of most obscure album from 1974 by this outsider artist and real "Freak" from 
Rio de Janeiro, who has been compared to MOONDOG, CPT. BEEFHEART, SUN RA, 
FRANK ZAPPA => *Damião's musical style is impossible to categorize accurately, since 
he experiments with numerous genres, more prominently freak folk, psychedelic rock, 
reggae, and experimental music. His songs have no logical sense at first sight, and most 
of them are sung in a dialect created by him* - 200 copies re-press !! 

€23,50 

28 DDAA - Hazy World  CD Nefryt N 026 2014 

they get older but not less unique - lovely newer album by this French "true avantgarde" 
band, confusing the listeners since 1977! => on 'Hazy World' they sound maybe more 
restrained and elaborated, but still reveal a weird beauty in these 6 obscure '(a)tonal 
songs & noises'.... 51+ minutes, oversized / thick cardboard A5 gatefold cover, great 
design, lim. 444 copies.. BACK IN STOCK  

€13,00 

29 DELPLANQUE, MATHIAS - O Seuil  CD 
Ici d'ailleurs Mind Travels 
Serie MT015 

2022 

the newest release in the fine MIND TRAVELS series, the 2nd one for the French multi-
performer / sound artist: / composer, with a different, more rhythmic approach, using 
many 'ethnic' instruments, creating a mesmerizing oriental atmosphere at times... - 
*powerfully immersive sound pieces, based on electronically processed acoustic 
instruments,... an exhibition of constantly changing sound paintings, alternately simple 
and complex, constantly oscillating between light and shadow* - CD version digisleeve  

€14,00 

30 DESIDERII MARGINIS - Serenity / Rage LP Cyclic Law 215th Cycle 2023 

the follower to the great "Departed" album (2020), dealing with the human abilty / 
contradiction to act and behave in complete polar states - *Overwhelming sound waves 
and heavy, droning, percussions move crescendo while string parts and field recordings 
are joining in. From pure Dark-Ambient towards Cinematic music this work is 
diversified... A fascinating exploration of the inner-self transposed into a dark sound 
canvas* [Side-Line] - feat. a BRIGHTER DEATH NOW cover version! lim. 300 

€21,50 

31 DRUMM, KEVIN - Battering Rams LP 
A Sunken Mall - 
ASM05LP 

2023 

stunning new recordings from Chicago's experimental droner, from object percussion 
noises into realms of organic bliss, first new vinyl release since some years we think! => 
*On »Battering Rams«, sinister forces interlope with sanguine glimmers of respite and 
contemplation, while recurring drones ceaselessly crescendo to near paralysing effect...* 
- lim. 350 copies 

€22,50 

32 
DUNHAM, KEVIN HENRY - Sol Evocations (Live 
From Tio Gordos Cantina Exotica) 

CD 
Silentes / 13(3) - 
sps2035 2020 

a special kind of ghostly ambience, distilled from a 13 hour live impro set in oder to call 
the Sun to illuminate our dark times, using extraordinary sound sources such as: *solar 
and ionic samples, Schumann resonance, field recordings of sacred rites and mythic 
teachings.. * - the sound is incredibly sublime and "unconscious", backwards voices 
merge with mysterious calls and synths / sample sounds.. - lim. 200, first CD by this US 
American artist  

€13,00 

33 ELODIE - Clarte Deserte (special edition)  LP 
La Scie Doree SCIE 
2922* 

2023 

this is one of the few left-over copies of the special edition with handmade sleeve 
designed by ANDREW CHALK in the typical FARAWAY PRESS - style; comes with 
beautiful litho-insert incl. real stamp and on CLEAR vinyl... please note: the insert is 
NOT numbered and signed! Only very few of this extra edition exist !! (UK import, 
directly from Andrew Chalk)  

€38,00 

34 FINAL - It comes to us all  CD Alter - ALT67 2022 

first new FINAL album since 2015 (JUSTIN K.BROADRICKs solo project for 
experimental / ambient tunes), orchestral / epic drone noise with great harmonic 
undertones, melancholic and emotional...- "Rather than channelling the angst of early 
power-electronics, the noise here rumbles along blissfully through 8 untitled tracks, 
sombre in tone and at times beautiful... an exploration of the decay of all living things 
that we face collectively, day after day.." - reminds on TIM HECKER, TROUM, etc.. - lim. 
200  

€16,00 

35 FRIDAY GROUP - same  LP 
Beta-Lactam Ring 
Records mt070b 

2005 

*FRIDAY GROUP ist ein Seitenprojekt von CHARALAMBIDES Tom Carter und IRON 
KITEs Brian Smith, die hier typisch texanischen, etwas leierigen und höchst minimalen 
'Wüsten-Drone-Ambient' kreiert haben.. * [Drone Rec] - first release in the "Records are 
not for Baking"-series, drone side-project of TOM CARTER / CHARALAMBIDES ! - last 
copies, special offer now  

€10,00 

36 GODFLESH - Nero  12" 
Avalanche Recordings 
AREC069 2023 

for the collectors:a limited long play 12" (33rpm) with the irresistible first track from the 
PURGE album, plus three different / unreleased versions (remix, dub, alternate), lim. 
1000 copies in two multi-colour versions: Vortex Variant [White And Blue] + Fade Variant 
[White To Blue] 

€25,00 
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37 HAARVÖL - Indite CD 
Moving Furniture 
Records MFR024 

2015 

after the "Hebetude" CDR (2014), "Indite" is the first factory pressed CD from 
HAARVÖL,,the ambient experimental trio from Portugal; the title means "to formulate or 
to compose" in Old English, the six tracks are often built on dry analog-electronic drones 
and evolve to complex shapes with many concrete sounds and different levels of aural 
events.. an excellent "full CD" debut !! - 6 tracks, 55 min, lim. 200 cardboard sleeve 

€12,00 

38 HAARVÖL - Peripherad Debris CD 
Moving Furniture 
Records MFR059 2018 

the high-class 'experimental ambient' trio from Portugal released this album as a 
successor to "Bombinate" (2015), merging digital and analogue sources, centered 
around the theme "Remnants".. - *peripherad debris means: toward the periphery as the 
remains of anything broken down or destroyed. It is between the enunciation of the 
sonority and its conceptual spatialization that the sounds that can be heard in this new 
album are played.* - lim. 200, A5 cover 

€12,00 

39 HECKER, TIM - No Highs  do-LP  
Kranky krank239 / 
Sunblind Music 

2023 

the new T. HECKER album feat. COLIN STETSON, described as "Anti-Relaxant", pulls 
you subtly down with its emotional suction and depth, sometimes almost orchestral, 
sometimes very slow and melancholic....- *Morse code pulse programming flickers like 
distress signals while a gathering storm of strings, noise, and low-end looms in the 
distance. Processed electronics shiver and shudder against pitch-shifting assemblages 
of crackling voltage, mantric horns, and cathedral keys*  

€32,50 

40 HEEMANN, CHRISTOPH - End of an Era  LP 
Ferns Recordings 
frond_10 

2023 

NEW material by the ex H.N.A.S. and MIRROR / MIMIR member and early collaborator 
of ORGANUM, JOHN DUNCAN or CURRENT 93 => based on a rare CDR from 2013 
(Dom Bartwuchs), two long tracks emerge with surprising sounds sources used (drums, 
found sounds, field recordings).... - " the music goes through various moods and 
textures, never stays too long in the same place, yet still has that fine ambient industrial 
quality" [FdW /Vital Weekly] - CLEAR vinyl, 300 copies 

€21,00 

41 HOHMANN, MARTIJN - The Hohmann Transfer CD 
De Fabriek - FABPROD 
25 

2020 

impressive solo album by the DE FABRIEK member, centered around the theme 
"various forms of leaving the earth" (traveling to the cosmos, loosing consciousness, life 
ending..) => dense analogue drones and spirals, various field recordings of voices and 
found material iike the Apollo cockpit recorfdings from 1969, sea and wind sounds, "Au 
Claire da la Lune" (1860).... lim. to 200 copies, each copy contains a unique 
handnumbered signed and stamped artwork 

€13,00 

42 ICHIYANAGI, TOSHI - Computer Space CD 
Edition Omega Point 
OPA-023 

2019 

two early sound compositions from the archive of the legendary Japanese sound artist, 
published for the first time: "Computer Space" (1970), using a very early computer, 
creating very strange sounds, "Sound Materials for Metastasis" (1971), music for a short 
film, along with processed bird sounds used by the Sogetsu Foundation, and "For String 
# 2 + Stanzas" which dates back to 1961.. - rare Japan import  

€21,50 

43 ILITCH - White Light LP Bisou BIS-008-U 2021 

first really new ILITCH (= THIERRY MÜLLER plus guests) album since 2010, the French 
photographer, designer and musician works here with JAC BERROCAL, AARON 
MOORE, QUENTIN ROLLET and MILENA DRITHER-LERRU, and creates an almost 
uncomparable avant sound with instruments & electronics: guitar, bass, synths, piano, 
keys, Mellotron, drums programing, voice, 10 tracks, lim. 200 copies (standard. ed.)  

€25,00 

44 JENSEN, CLARICE - Esthesis LP 130701 LP13-51 2022 

her third album for 130701, marking a surprising change in style + concept, using piano 
+ electronics, inspired by a special form of Synesthesia, mirroring different emotional 
states with colours... - *a deep and gorgeous new work conceptually structured around 
the emotional and harmonic spectrum and the phenomenon of CHROMESTHESIA - a 
condition whereby sound involuntarily evokes an experience of color, shape and 
movement. * - comes with DL card 

€32,50 

45 JESU - Pity / Piety  LP 
Avalanche Recordings 
AREC065 

2023 

"when all is full - when all us fall" - two side long tracks on this 12" mini-album (35 + min. 
length) by the most melancholic and sad guitar / shoegaze drone project..... - *...taken 
the churning pummel of his former project Godflesh, augmented it with the textural 
melody of 90s shoegaze rock and spawned a new sub-genre and the inevitable legions 
of imitators.* - 2 x 500 copies on white vinyl splatter, mixed either with gold or with silver 

€26,00 

46 KASSEL JAEGER - Aster CD 
eMego235CD or KYOU 
031 

2019 

Japanese ed. of the E. Mego LP fron 2019, incl one bonus track - one of our definite 
favourite new 'mystery drone' soundartists, 10 tracks 72 min., very moody, multi-layered 
MIND muzak with rich overtones and time-slowing effects.. - *In ASTER, rich deep music 
is replete with dark ambient sonorities swirling amongst intense buzzing tones. Often 
chilling and ominous, this is a fearless music with abstracted corners and dynamic 
leverage...* - comes with japanese inlay 

€16,00 
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47 KAZIMIRA, DARJA - Medea Forgives Jason  CD Cyclic Law 197th Cycle 2022 

when you are listening to DARJA KAZIMIRAs music you immediately have the 
impression you are a PART of an outlandish ritual, without knowing what really happens, 
violent and ecstatic and completely transforming you and everything around... this album 
is a kind of musical psychodrama based on the MEDEA cycle..- " Method Acting war 
gestern, Darjas geistige,musikalische, psychische und physische Hingabe an ihre Kunst 
und Musik ist beispiellos..." [Marius Joa / BAD ALCHEMY] 

€13,00 

48 KAZIMIRA, DARJA - Monochromia  CD Cyclic Law 188th Cycle 2022 

intense ethereal ritual muzak with elegiac choir singing and a kind of very dark tuned 
zither, drones, and other noises, in fact these are funeral chants influenced by ancient 
Greek culture....- a very strong, improvised work from Latvian artist DARJA KAZIMIRA, 
imagine an extreme, and experimental, abyssal "drone" version of DEAD CAN DANCE 
at times.. - this is a re-issue of a digital only album from 2016, lim. 300 copies 

€13,00 

49 KRÜSI, HANS - EX HK. LP 
Alga Marghen plana-K 
alga023 

2023 

"Best known as a self-taught painter and photographer, Swiss ART BRUT trailblazer 
Hans Krüsi was also an avid field recordist. 'ExHK' is an exceptionally bizarre patchwork 
of insect and cattle sounds, church bells and chants, held together by saturated weirdo 
percussion and snippets of decayed folk songs captured from the radio. Brilliant and 
completely in its own world." [Boomkat] - lim re-issue of the much sought-after LP from 
2008, only 150 copies!! 

€23,50 

50 LADIK, KATALIN - Water Angels  LP 
Alga Marghen plana-L 
45NMN162 

2021 

second collection of unreleased muscial works by this Serbo-Hungarian avantgarde 
artist (*1942), working with radio, theatre, film, sound poetry and as performance / body 
artist... 5 impressive compositions (1989-2019) with the central "Water Angel", comining 
field recordings, instrumental noises and vocal experiments... - lim. 300, printed inner 
sleeves 

€22,00 

51 
LULL & BETA CLOUD & ANDREW LILES - 
Circadian Rhythm Disturbance Reconfigured 

CD 
Cold Spring Records 
CSR139CD 

2012 

re-issue of the great / rare mCDR from 2008 (LULL & BETA-CLOUD) with a stunning 
subterranean drone composition (20 min one-tracker); comes now with a new remix by 
ANDREW LILES who adds microsound / cut up details and powerful industrial effects; 
very much recommended if you like mysterious drones with an industrial edge... BACK 
IN STOCK, better price ! 

€10,00 

52 MENCHE, DANIEL - Deluge  LP 
Beta-Lactam Ring 
Records mt043 

2003 

'Der Meister dunkel-dramatischer Drone- und Noise-Sphären überrascht hier mit einem 
sehr ruhigen, fast schon meditativen Werk, und dem 'real time'-Einsatz von Instrumenten 
(Bass, Akkordeon, Melodica). Geblieben sind die untergründige Spannung, die dunkle 
Atmosphäre und die Mehrschichtigkeit seiner Klangalchemie. This sounds like healing 
darkness!" [Drone Records 2003] - gatefold cover, lim. 333 copies, very last copies 
found ! 

€17,50 

53 MODELBAU - Nightcrawlers CD 
Norwegianism Records 
NOR 022 

2019 
fabulous transcension drones, a slow evolving full atmo piece (45 min.), recorded in one 
take, which starts from almost inaudible transmissions of the air and atmosphere, you 
feel as of being inside a very soft, organic, humming bubble.. - lim. 100 copies 

€13,00 

54 NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS - Stoneface LP 
Ferns Recordings 
frond_11 2023 

re-issue of album from 1989, N.E. in full ritual and animism evocation mode, electronic 
patterns and all kinds of strange ambient noises appear in continuous, loops, repetition 
and well done circles, the nine tracks relate to pagan traditions and nature worshipping... 
- *An excellent record that has aged quite well and is a fine reminder to play some of the 
old ones again. Time is what I want, more time!* [FdW / Vital Weekly] - lim. 300 copies, 
CLEAR vinyl  

€21,00 

55 
NURSE WITH WOUND - Bar Maldoror (silver 
col.)  

do-LP Rotorelief ROTOR 0080* 2023 

luxus re-issue of the live album from 1991, collecting performance material from the 80's 
when NWW only performed eight times, feat. DAVID TIBET, DIANA ROGERSON, 
JOHN BALANCE, ANNIE ANXIETY, and others... Side D has two bonus tracks, comes 
w. silver metallic gatefold cover, with 4 panels of new artwork, lim. 500 silver black & 
white vinyls, NUMBERED  

€48,00 

56 
NURSE WITH WOUND - Brained by Falling 
Masonry / Coloorta Moon  

pic-LP 
United Dirter - 
DPROMPD164 

2023 

first vinyl re-issue of the praised "BRAINED by.." (1984, L.A.Y.L.A.H. 7), with J.G. 
THIRLWELL vocals on the title piece, PLUS the "COOLORTA MOON" 12" (1989), both 
feat. DAVID TIBET... as a bonus, the track "Sarah's Beloved Aunt" from the rare 
"Rushkoff Coercion" 7" is included; re-mastered by ANDREW LILES, comes as picture 
disc in die-cut sleeve 

€31,50 

57 N(13) - Prora LP  Empiric Records emrec4 2013 

re-edition of N's much requested release from 2009, now with gatefold-cover & 12 x 12" 
full colour art-booklet on heavy paper with new liner notes => minimal organic guitar 
drone ambience, two long pieces, inspired by the monumental Nazi-ruins (4.5 km long) 
in Prora on Germany's biggest island, Rügen; lim. 200, 180 gr. vinyl; BACK IN STOCK 

€23,00 
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58 N[27] / TZESNE - theBelt LP 
Denovali Records den 
204 

2014 

second collaboration by the Spanish Drone Rec. artist TZESNE with German epic 
droner HELLMUT NEIDHARDT (from MULTER) aka N => four absolute stunning pieces 
of rough & super contemplative transcension drones, combining location recordings and 
guitar surge waves in a great way; we love this album!! - "Expect something more dark, 
more heavy but also very alluring... Making you enter the old dark plant, even if you 
should know better... "- BACK IN STOCK last copies, lim. 100 copies !! 

€28,00 

59 OJERUM - Reversed Cathedral  CD Cyclic Law 198th Cycle 2022 

processed sounds of an old German Harmonium => for "Reversed Cathedral" OJERUM 
has created extremely mournful and melancholic beauty-drone pieces, melodies of loss 
and nostalgia fill the air...- effected with multiple layers of octaver sounds and reverb, 
combined with antique aural atmosphere of the instrument, a pretty unique evocative 
"drone singing" is established.. think of W. BASINSKI mixed with melancholic TROUM... 
- 6 panel A5 cover, 78 min playtime, 300 copies 

€13,00 

60 

OPENING PERFORMANCE ORCHESTRA / 
REINHOLD FRIEDL / MIROSLAV BEINHAUER - 
Chess Show (Other Memories of John Cage)  

do-CD  NEOS 12113-14 2022 

This piece uses an idea from JOHN CAGE from the 60's (linking his work with a real 
game of chess) and fragmented material from various CAGE pieces, the two versions 
here were rec. 2017 & 2021 in collab. with REINHOLD FRIEDL (ZEITKRATZER) and 
pianist M. BEINHAUER and combine methods of structure and pure accident..- *"Der 
Klang wird transformiert und wiederhergestellt, aber auf eine nicht erkennbare Weise! Er 
wird wiedergeboren. Es ist eine immerwährende Wiedergeburt oder Reinkarnation. Es 
ist Leben* 

€28,50 

61 P16.D4 - DISTRUCT  LP Sonoris SNS-23 2022 

This was the second LP from 1984 by the radical German expermental collective, a 
mail-art / tape exchange project that began already in 1982, using material from NURSE 
WITH WOUND, DIE TÖDLICHE DORIS, NOCTURNAL EMISSIONS, BLADDER 
FLASK, THE HATERS, MERZBOW and anonymous sources, mixing and recycling it 
with their own technques & noises in a completely analog way... - finally a re-issue of 
this legendary LP ! 

€20,00 

62 P16.D4 - Kühe in 1/2 Trauer LP Sonoris SNS-22 2022 

first LP from early 1984 (Selektion SLP03) by the most radical German collective around 
RALF WEHOWSKY, using all kinds of sound sources and all kinds of analog techniques 
to create 'a form of sound art that was much more profound, varied, subversive, and 
potentially dangerous' (The Sound Projector) - *Arrhythmic and amorphous and capable 
at moments of becoming quite noisy and abrasive, while at others far more somber and 
quiet, Kuhe in 1/2 Trauer is quite a fascinating release.* [AMG] 

€20,00 

63 PETER BRÖTZMANN OCTET - Machine Gun  LP CIEN FUEGOS - CF020 2018 

this legendary FREE JAZZ NOISE album was recorded in May 1968 at LILA EULE in 
Bremen (the club still exists today), an 8 piece ensemble (feat. BRÖTZMANN, SVEN-
AKE JOHANSSON, EVAN PARKER) producing wildest sound and noise formations, a 
reaction to the Vietnam war? - *Die Musik, die das Peter Brötzmann Octet spielte, 
arbeitete vehement gegen das Bestehende an. Noch heute klingt sie verstörend radikal, 
auch wenn sie nicht ohne Filigranität ist und durchaus Humor offenbart* [Andreas 
Schnell]  

€29,50 

64 PILIA, STEFANO - Spiralis Aurea  do-LP Die Schachtel DS Zeit 17 2022 

luxurious vinyl issue of PILIA's masterpiece, 12 truly evocative, sad harmonic "drone" 
pieces that are mainly based on acoustic sources (Cello, Violin, Organ, Horns), feat. 
various guest musicians, the compositions were inspired by a visit to the Italian "Futa 
Pass Cemetary", a large war cemetary for German soldiers killed in WWII, holding the 
remains of about 31.000 soldiers..- *a place crossed by thoughts about the landscape, 
history, symbols, rituals* - lim. black vinyl 6 panel gatefold, letterpressed 

€45,00 

65 RANTA, MICHAEL - Azabu  CD Metaphon 013 2022 

very percussive recordings from 1971 made in Tokyo, only 50 years later the materal 
was mixed and mastered to its final version..*"Both pieces display a vast array of 
acoustic, electronic, and concrete sound events meticulously sequenced to a complex 
fusion symbolizing the entire spectrum of earthly and heavenly sounds. Dynamic 
extremes evoke a restless flight through space, or through the depths of human 
subconsciousness, between dream and reality.* - 500 copies cardsleeve  

€14,00 

66 RAPOON - These are Dreams CD Klanggalerie gg428 2022 

Newest studio album, 10 rhythm-based tracks! - ' *While much of his music in the 2020s 
has been beatless, These Are Dreams, his latest CD, is entirely rhythmic, with each of 
the ten tracks homing in on a different, drum-driven entrainment. Recalling the eyelid-
beatings of REM sleep, or the rhythms involved in therapies like EMDR, or even simply 
hypnotism, this is an album that cuts deep into the unconscious part of the psyche from 
the word go.* [Juno Daily] 

€15,00 
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67 SABATURIN - Kenemglev LP Holuzam ZAM008 2020 

SABATURIN is the "mailart" (internet) project of SIMON CRAB (BOURBONESE 
QUALK) with Canadian CHARLES-EMILE BEULLAC (GALERIE STRATIQUE) and this 
is their first album, released on a label (& record shop) in Lisbon, Portugal => all titles of 
this album and the project name appear in BRETONIC language, the musis is a kind of 
flowing glitch-ambience with many small details, loops, and rhythmic grids... - lim. 500 
copies 

€20,00 

68 SAND - Vibrating Cloud do-LP Rotorelief ROTOR 0069 2020 

finally in stock, the latest "new" album by the German Kraut / Psych / Kosmische / 
Experimental legends, celebrating their 50th anniversary with 10 NEW tracks, plus 6 
tracks that are remakes of older classics; - * Over 5 decades Sand is a timeless 
narrative machine full of pictures and scenarios, each title a unique piece that stands 
alone. * - black vinyl ed., numbered, "android" cover art by ENKI BILAL, 200 gr. vinyl  

€32,50 

69 SAVY, PASCAL - Simulacra  CD Cyclic Law 191st Cycle 2023 

first album on Cyclic Law for this French artist living in London, UK - "Simulacra" excites 
with very powerful drones, multi-layered and intense, additional pulses, strokes and 
noises.... there's a very eerie and violent undertone present.... the 7 tracks are 
influenced by JEAN BAUDRILLARD'S idea of "simulacra + simulation", and pressured 
through the desolation living in a "period echoed by ideas of political, social and cultural 
disintegration" - lim. 300 

€13,00 

70 SCHIMKAT, ANNA - Brot und Ro-sen  LP 
Fragment Factory 
[RRAG57] 

2023 

interview recordings and choral vocalisations from various women raised in West and 
East Germany build the basis for this highly idiosyncratic album, a text - sound collage 
with strong political / feminist / subcultural background (i.e. members from HANS A 
PLAST and ERWEITERTE ORGASMUS GRUPPE..), incl a 12 page 12" x 12" booklet 
about the project and essay "Schall Körper Raum" by MARCEL RAABE, who is also 
involved in the B-side piece... lim. 300  

€20,00 

71 
SCHNITZLER, CONRAD & PHARMAKUSTIK - 
Schubkraft 

LP Rotorelief ROTOR 0078 2021 

third and final album in the 'triology' of works, recorded in SCHNITZLERs studio in Berlin 
1986 & 1987: *two long pieces of thrust generated force and propulsive power. 
Soundwise an album combining mechanically driven rhythms and propelling velocity 
with rusty organic textures. The shiny yellow cover reflects the sheer explosive drive of 
the audio-material.* - lim. 500, re-mastered by SIEGMAR FRICKE aka PHARMAKUSTIk 
from the original tapes 

€22,50 

72 
SLEEP RESEARCH FACILITY / LLYN Y CWN - 
Sargo / Posidonia  

CD Cold Spring CSR317CD 2023 

nautical dark / deep ambient on this awesome split album, centered on the themes deap 
sea, ocean field recordings, subconscious perception: *The ultimate deep listening 
experience from two masters of dark ambient. A slow descent into the blackened watery 
abyss, where light cannot reach.* - CD in mini-LP sleeve, replicating the vinyl design. 

€15,00 

73 
SLOWDIVE - Everything is Alive (Crystal Clear 
vinyl)  

LP Dead Oceans DOC232 2023 

the Shoegaze legends are back, 5th album, the inventors of orchestral, deep 
melancholic but always beautiful *drone* Pop.. - * Slowdive’s music; everything is alive 
is heavy with experience, but each note is poised, wise, and necessarily pitched to hope. 
Its unique alchemy subtly embodies both sadness and gratitude, groundedness and 
uplift..* - lim. CLEAR vinyl ed. 

€26,50 

74 SMALL CRUEL PARTY - Ancien des Jours 7" Adi Grand AG01 2023 

NEW SCP material, two pieces that only KEY RANSONE can create like this, based on 
half-musical / half-concrete loops and low fi drones, and electro-spiraling clatters, a 
strange beauty, and it sounds somehow archaic; lim. 250 copies w. mysterious 
letterpress printing, label art by JOHN HUBBARD 

€12,00 

75 
SORIAH (feat. ROEDELIUS & NORMAN 
WESTBERG) - Lumina  

10"  
Mobilization Recordings 
(California) 

2023 

the "Avant-Shamanic Throat Singer" SORIAH (who lives in California and Tuvan 
Republic, Russia, a master of 'Khoomei', the traditional Tuvan Throat Singing) with two 
mesmerizing; evocative drone pieces, feat. ROEDELIUS (CLUSTER, etc.) on pipe organ 
and NORMAN WESTBERG (SWANS) on guitar - lim. / numb. 350 copies, printed inner 
sleeves, clear vinyl, download card; - high price unavoidable but this is a very special 
item we believe !! 

€29,50 

76 
SUTCLIFFE JUGEND - Campaign Volume II: 
2007-2020 

10 x LP BOX 
Vinyl-on-Demand 
VOD178 - II  

2023 

....celebrating Sutcliffe Jugend’s 44th Anniversary of their first music experiments in 
1979, VOD-Records is proud to announce the release of an ultimate deluxe 
retrospective set, wooden box with booklet, certificate and t-shirt with special sleeves, 
lim. 500 - second batch of 10 LPs in BLACK box, covering the years 2007-2020, BLACK 
T-shirt, booklet, lim. 500 

€225,00 

77 
SUTCLIFFE JUGEND - Campaign Volume I: 
1979-2000 

10 x LP BOX 
Vinyl-on-Demand 
VOD178 - I  

2023 
....celebrating Sutcliffe Jugend’s 44th Anniversary of their first music experiments in 
1979, VOD-Records is proud to announce the release of an ultimate deluxe 
retrospective set, wooden box with booklet, certificate and t-shirt with special sleeves, 

€225,00 
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lim. 500 - first 10 LPs in white box, covering the years 1979-2000, white T-shirt, booklet, 
lim. 500 

78 TAKAHASHI, YUJI - Meikai No Heso  CD 
Edition Omega Point 
OPA-026 

2021 

unknown / unreleased tape pieces by now renowned Japanese composers: YUJI 
TAKAHASHI (1963! the longest piece here), KUNHARU AKIYAMA (1987), YORIAKI 
MATSUDAIRA (1984), YOSHIO HACHIMURA (1973), and "Music for Film 
Shikisokuzeku" by TOSHI ICHIYANAGI (1974)... 

€21,50 

79 
TARENTEL - Ghetto Beats on the Surface of 
Time  

do-CD  
Temporary Residence 
Limited TRR102 

2007 

all four 12" from the excellent series of this very experimental working, percussive post-
rock band, spread on two CDs.. - *It is a sun-baked cluster of ragged rhythms, splintered 
sound and scorched shimmer. The production is a caustic mix of hi- and lo-fi, creating a 
strange sense of timelessness, like discovering a black and white photograph of the 
future.* - numb. ed. digipak, special offer now !  

€9,00 

80 THEODOR BASTARD - Bossanova_Trip CD 
Fulldozer Records 
FDCD41 

2018 

re-issue of this early experimental album, originally released 2002, without vocals and 
purely electronic, setting the foundation of the later T.B. sound, incl. one bonus track... 
*14 original utterly minimalistic tracks of the album were on the cutting edge of the 
avant-garde trends of that time and are worth comparing to the best glitch releases of 
such labels as Mego, Raster-Noton and Sonig* - lim. 300 copies, gatefold digipak 

€13,00 

81 THEODOR BASTARD - Vetvi  CD 
Theo Records THEO 
005 

2017 

second pressing of this album from 2015 by the "Russian DEAD CAN DANCE, => 
ethereal Eastern Folk Pop with 'heavenly' female vocals, traditional acoustic instruments 
merge with electronic arrangements, perfectly performed, full of emotion, width and 
yearning.. - collector's edition with 12 page booklet in cardboard box - *A combination of 
archaic percussion and magical folk instruments was used during the recording. Ritual 
rhythms, choirs, outstanding vocals, harps and cymbal..*  

€16,50 

82 THIS WILL DESTROY YOU - Another Language CD Suicide Squeeze S-132 2014 

fourth studio album from the powerfully *droning* and highly melancholic / atmospheric / 
hypnotic post-rockers from Texas + L.A.,, often transcending the borders of "rock" music 
into something.....else... - *Hand in Hand mit Bands wie GODSPEED YOU! BLACK 
EMPEROR, EXPLOSIONS IN THE SKY oder MONO sind THIS WILL DESTROY YOU 
aus Texas zu einer der prägendsten Größen des zeitgenössischen Post-Rock avanciert*  

€14,00 

83 TIETCHENS, ASMUS - Eine Ganze Menge  mCD Tausendfüssler 004 2004 

warehous found, this mini CD feat. 3 tracks (about 20 min.) with three "Teilmengen" 
tracks, the typical *microwave ambience* from TIETCHENS from this time, somehow 
glitchy and electronic, sometimes on the border to silence, for a concentrated 
contemplation in sound and beyond sound...-*sinustöne und weißes rauschen 
modifiziert zu riesigen fast-nichts-räumen, abstrakter menschenleere, in schnüffelndes 
und knabberndes.. * - cardboard cover 

€8,00 

84 TOLVI, ANTTI - Taikuri Tali  LP Ikuisuus IKU-040 2014 

early solo release by this long active Finnish "psychedelic / folk droner", (known also 
from LAUHKEAT LAMPAAT or RAUHAN ORKESTERI), who nowadays releases on 
ROOM 40 - *A more trippy psychedelic one! His music takes on a meditative quality, 
with organ melodies and electronic noisy sounds...* last copies! 

€18,00 

85 UNDIRHEIMAR - Vardlokkur  CD Cyclic Law 199th Cycle 2022 

second release for this Norwegian project on C.L., after collaborations with EMME 
YA,SHIBALBA, ZAZEN, BLACK MARA => extremely dark droning, percussive, tribal 
invocations, this is NOT to be understood as "music", but as a ritual manifestation, a tool 
for the extrasensory perception of something beyond human imagnation... - lim. 300 
copies, A5 sized cover 

€13,00 

86 UNFYROS - Alpha Hunt CD 
Aural Hypnox [AHEE01] 
MMXXII 

2022 

Megaliths Arise! Tunnels Awake!" - UNFYROS is a new black metal band from Oulo, 
Finland, with 'occult underground' legend Anti Ittna H. (HALO MANASH, ARKTAU EOS, 
DOLORIAN, etc.) - six slowly advancing tracks with doomy harmonics...- "Absolutely 
essential for the otherworldly traveler..." - lim. 500 digipak  

€13,00 

87 VALY, SANDOR - Early Works 1988-1992 MC 
New Polar Sounds 
NPS002 

2022 

earliest material by this Hungarian noise & ritual industrial artist, who went into a 
psychiatric hospital (where he studied the Bardo-Thodol) to avoid to be taken by the 
military service; in 1990 he moved to Finland.=> dark droning and synth-driven post 
industrial and electronica, recorded on 2 channels with simple equipment in Hungary 
and Finland 1988-1992; lim. 50 copies 

€9,00 

88 
VALY, SANDOR & ATTILA KALOCZKAI - The 
Agitated Calm of Insubstantial Space 

CD 
New Polar Sounds 
NPS004 2022 

two imporant figures of the Hungarian underground from the 80's met again and 
recorded an album with the "ritual poetry" of ATTILA KALOCZKAI, and the dramatic post 
industrial tunes of SANDOR VALY; furious drone-waves, heavy drumming, atonal violin 
& piano, a mixture of melodramatic, ambience and noise, intense & dark! - lim. 300 

€13,00 
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digipak with 16 pages booklet, on a new label from Finland 

89 
VAN LUIJK, TIMO & KRIS VANDERSTRAETEN - 
Autour du Lac d'Asselt 

LP La Scie Doree 2822 2023 

the fourth album (in 22 years!) by this creative experimental / improv duo, recordings 
from 2012 with a strong, slow moving 'psychedelic ambience' atmosphere, all based on 
acoustic instruments like flutes, various percussion elements, objects, and vintage 
analog synths... its like entering an ancient surrealistic film, you don't know whats going 
on at all but it's somehow mesmerizing.... - lim. 300 copies 

€23,00 

90 VIPCANCRO - Xax LP Lisca Records 001 2009 

avant drone noise outfit from Italy: Bass / Percussion / Tapes / Electronics / Voice / 
Metal, feat. ANDREA BORGHi ; You can feel that this Italian quartet tries to sound like 
no one else, these are raw and suspenseful dronescapes with occasional outbursts, full 
of overtunes & small feedbacks, evoking quite a mysterious atmosphere... numbered 
edition of 150 copies, oversized cover with revits; special offer last copies !! 

€10,00 

91 V.A. - Terässinfonia Vol. 6 CD 
Freak Animal Records 
FA-CD-151 

2023 

new Finnish Noise for old bleeding ears! => Volume 6 in the "Steel Symphony" series 
feat. the very active and versatile Finnish experimental / noise / exp. drone scene, some 
established names are included (GRUNT, KAARNA, YKSI), but for the most part only 
new names: COMMANDO 15, AXYRXIOM; OLD INTESTINES, ISÄ KOSMINEN, 
NÄSIÄ... a must for noise & industrial explorers !  

€12,00 

92 
WELLINK, MARS - TERATA - Treasures of 
Fresh Information  

BOOK + 7inch  
Mars Wellink - Wick(ed) 
002 

2023 

collector's item, a must for any VANCE ORCHESTRA / (ad(VANCE(d) fan => MARS 
WELLINK is not only a gifted musician, he's also a professional silk screen printer, this 
art book (18 x 18 cm) collects beautiful multi-coloured, extremely multi-layered artworks 
on special art papers (Reviva, Kraftliner), in the typical VANCE ORCHESTRA-style, all 
handprinted and it also comes wtih a recycled, playable LOOPS 7"; 58 pages, only 
numbered 50 copies were made, stampled and with OBI banderole 

€50,00 

93 WINER, LESLIE - When I hit you, you'll feel it  do-LP 
Light in the Attic LITA 
181-1-3 

2021 

known mainly for the maybe first ever Trip-Hop album "Witch", recorded already in 1989, 
LESLIE WINER was working as the first androgyn super-model in NYC before, WILLIAM 
S. BURROUGHS was her friend, BJÖRK BOY GEORGE and GRACE JONES admired 
her... - this anthology collects three decades of her groundbreaking musical work and 
poetry, a new interview, collabs and unreleased tracks, plus 24 page booklet; comes w. 
gatefold cover and OBI  

€39,50 

94 WOLFRAM - Mind Locations  CD-R Polycephal 052001 2001 

the very first release of this Polish psychdrone project (which has been compared to 
ZOVIET FRANCE), using field recordings of different European cities & their subways..- 
*There are plenty of droning tunes and glitches, backwards-played sounds and winding 
tunnels. Soundscapes full of suspense...* [Eld Rich Palmer] - lim. 100 copies, special 
offer noW!  

€6,00 

95 ZARADNY, ANNA feat FENNESZ - RE:EM  12" 
Musica Genera MGV4 / 
Bocian Records 

2015 

last copies of this strong 3 track 12" (45 RPM) by the Polish sound / visual artist, feat. a 
remix from FENNESZ; powerful and sharp electronic, strangely rhythmic and whisked, 
looped, moprhed sounds, partly already recycled, forming a new understanding and 
concept of the notion "remix"..  

€14,00 

96 ZEITKRATZER - Duft LP Bocian Records BC-Z II 2017 

on this rather unknown ZEITKRATZER LP the 10 piece ensemble performs works from 
FRANK GRATKOWSKI and GILLES SIVILOTTO, two side-.long tracks full of acoustic 
suspension and surprising developments, sometimes in sheer noise.. - * On their 3rd LP 
for Poland’s Bocian Records, the Zeitkratzer Ensemble directed by Reinhold Friedl yield 
two knife-edge pieces recorded live at Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin, September 
30th, 2015...*  

€18,00 

97 ZYLO, ARVO - 333  CD NO PART OF IT  2023 

*..A cyber punk thrill ride* - updated version of an older ARVO ZYLO album with broken 
electronic synth and noise tones in strange arrangements, sequences, loops, quasi 
rhythmics, spiral drones, very dry, loud and direct into the face... .- "totally assaulting 
music without actually relinquishing the conventional rules of what music should be." - 
three long tracks with countless changes and twists, about 60 min. playtime; lim. 300, 6 
panel digipak with nice collages, special low priced !! 

€5,55 
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RECENT ARRIVALS:  (will be featured en detail in the next Newsflash, but you can order already now, they are in stock or in stock in a few days!) :  
SCATTERWOUND - T.L. (Trilogy Live)     3 x CD set    Midira Records -  HELLMUT "N" NEIDHARDT and DIRK SERRIES in full length concert collaborations,  
         three performances , lim. 150 copies only !       €26,00 
TRICOLI, VALERIO - Say Goodbye to the Wind    CD    Shelter Press  -  newest work by the gifted Italian composer known for his great "Misery Lares" album......  
     special cover    €19,00 
LEACH, MARY JANE - Woodwind Multiples    LP    Modern Love  -  four pieces that use only "Multiples" of one certain instrument: four bass flutes, nine oboes,  
      nine clarinets, seven bassoons...  - lim. 500 clear vinyl     €30,00 
PALESTINE, C. & SIMONE FORTI - Meditative Sound Environments     LP    Alga Marghen  - all the tracks of this new LP present only previously unreleased  
      recordings (1971) - lim. 365 copies    €21,50 
ANIMA SOUND - Underground Altena     LP    Alga Marghen  -   recordings from 1973 / Burg Altena               €21,50 
BRAND, JENS - Ratchets / Motors    LP    Staalplaat  -   first solo release by this sound artist from Berlin (also teacher of art at the Kunsthochschule Kassel), who  
       creates acoustic environments sounding electronic..      €18,50 
ASIA NOVA - Burns Alive!    CD    Avalanche Organization - re-issue of a rare CDr from 2008 with finest quality live recrodings from their 2007 tour with TROUM  
        through Europe.   lim. 100                   €14,00 
PHILLIPS, DAVE - Should A Seeker Not Find A Companion Who Is Better Or Equal, Let Him Resolutely Pursue A Solitary Course...  do-CD    NO PART OF IT  -  
           processed cicada & animal sounds       €15,00 
KONRAD KRAFT - Nifbin Circle     LP    Auf Abwegen  aatp90    2023  - fourth album by the long active (since 1980) electronic producer from Düsseldorf, using I  
         PAD app sounds as basic structures..    € 22,00 
STATISCHE MUSEN - Diskretion . Funktionsmusik Für Verrichtungsboxen    CD    Auf Abwegen  -  new project of ASMUS TIETCHENS   € 13,00 
RLW / RICHARD FRANCIS - R     CD    Auf Abwegen - re-worked recordings from the man behind ESO STEEL + RLW => analog and digital sounds merge,  
            guding you through minimal landscapes of micro-noises    € 13,00 
AJNA - The Eniigma of Sirius    CD    Winter-Light - a musical phantasy on how ancient tribes (The Dogon, The Egyptians, The Sumerians) got in touch with  
            extraterrestrial forces...        €14,00 
FABRIS, FRANCESCO & BEN FROST - Vakning     LP    Room40  - fascinating recordings (very close) from vulcanic eruptions in Iceland, unfolding like  
        exploding bubbles or broken glass        €27,50 
WINDEREN, JANA - The Blue Beyond  LP  Touch - two new sound installations in order to raise awareness for the environmental issues of our society    €26,50 
JECK, PHILIP & CHRIS WATSON - Oxmardyke    CD    Touch -  their last collaboration, R.I.P. Philip Jeck !                          €17,00 
M.B. / COALMINER + ALLIES - Antimateria     LP    Grubenwehr Freiburg - split LP with two new M.B. pieces on one side, and four COALMINER (=noise duo  
          from the Phillipines!)  tracks feat. diverse collabs on the other side.. lim. 100 per colour     €20,00 
N [58] & TZESNE - Sismo     LP    Denovali - for the third time the gifted Spanish / Basque artist TZESNE (soon on CD in our SYM series) collaborates with guitar  
           / amp  maniac "N"   - lim. 100       €33,50 
N [87] - Tremonia    LP    Denovali - field recordings from a site under a bridge in Dortmund are transmitted  trrough an amp, with additional mind-expanding  
          guitar drones..- lim. 100 only           €33,50 
MOLJEBKA PVLSE - The Distant Past Resound     CD    Zoharum -   epic ambient one-tracker (74+ min., three movements) with beautiful harp, piano and  
          double bass harmony parts...        €13,00 
JARL - Isolation Colours    CD    Zoharum -  similar as on the recent CLARICE JENSEN album, this connnects different COLOURS with moods and very  
          mysterious sounds.. excellent cover art, too             €13,00 
O'MALLEY / PATERAS - Sept Duos pour Guitare Acoustique & Piano prepare     do-LP    Shelter Press                     €30,50 
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V.A. - XKatedral Anthology Series II    do-LP    XKathedral  - An Anthology Of Slowly Evolving Timbral Music:  KALI MALONE, JESSICA EKOMANE; MATS  
           ERLANDSSON, THEODOR KENTROS; WILMA HULTEN, MARIA W. HORN...  lim. 500       €44,00 
RADIGUE, ELIANE / CHARLES CURTIS - Naldjorlak     do-CD    Saltern  - re-issue of the rare CD from 2008 (Shiiin) with a live recording of RADIGUE's first  
       piece for an acoustic instrument (Cello), performed by CHARLES CURTIS     €26,00 
HOLLYWOOD DREAM TRIP - Second Album     CD    Black Rose -the project of CHRISTOPH HEEMANN and CELER (WILL LONG) with their second ambient  
       collaboration      €13,00              
REYNOLS - Minexcio Greatest No Hits  LP  Beat Gen. - a compilation through their career celebrating the 30th anniversary, comes with fold out insert    €26,50 
PALESTINE, C. - CHARRRLLEEMMMA GGGNEELANDDDDDS SS"""""" (...)    LP    Blank Forms   -  new material: two mesmerizing works for carillon, the  
                     keyboard-controlled bell tower derived in the 16th century    €27,50 
BONNET, FRANCOIS & S. O'MALLEY - Cylene II   LP   Drag City - second part of the Cylene collab, Francois Bonnet is KASSEL JAEGER!              €35,00 
 
+ taalem is back with two mesmerising releases! :   DESACCORD MAJEUR - La Lumiere des Jours    CD                  €12,00 
MURMER - Periodic Exercises in (f)utility [homework 2016-2022]    do-CD           €15,00 
 
+ new mags:  
EMVOES :   Greek magazine (english language) published by NICOLAS MALEVITSIS (absurd, noise-below), articles+interview: FALT, SUPERPANG, COLIN  
                       WEBSTER, ALICE KEMP, ANTHONY MILTON  etc             € 6,00 
NOISE RECEPTOR JOURNAL - Issue No. 11  (August 2023) : the Australian industrial mag: AFIRAN IMPERIAL WIZARD, LETUM, ULVTHARM (MZ.412),  
                                                       JAMES LIGHT, CULT OF YOUTH, LINEKRAFT live + interview, etc.  about 100 pages      €13,00 
###################################### 
 
FULL STOCK LIST permanent download link => download our huge A-Z list (PDF), now with short descriptions for all items:  
=> https://download.dronerecords.de/GESAMTLISTE231103.pdf 
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